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Abstract— The amount of data in world is growing day by day because the use of internet, smart phones and social
networks. Big data is a collection of data sets which is very large in size as well as complex. Traditional database
systems are not able to capture, store and analyze this large amount of data. In this paper, we propose an algorithm
for the clustering problem of big data using a combination of the genetic algorithm with the K-Means algorithm. The
main idea behind this algorithm is to combines the advantage of Genetic algorithm and K-means to process large
amount of data. Experimental results shows that our new genetic k means algorithm take less memory and time to
process big data than the simple k means algorithm. This algorithm combines the advantage of Genetic algorithm and
K-means.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s Big Data era the data is becoming more and more available due to advances in information and
communication technologies, enterprises are gaining meaningful information, relevant knowledge and vision from this
huge data based on decision making. Big data mining can be defined as the ability of extracting valuable information
from huge and complex set of data or data streams i.e. Big Data. One of the essential data mining techniques for
analysing big data is clustering. There are complications for applying clustering techniques to big data duo to large
amount of data rising every day. One of the most commonly used clustering technique for data mining is K-means
algorithm which is used to extract information from a dataset. But k-means cannot process the data if Data is too large
and when we have less storage capacity. As Big Data is refer to terabytes and petabytes of data, the clustering algorithms
come with high computational costs, therefore to cope with this difficulty and to deploy clustering approaches to big data
to get the outcomes in a reasonable time we propose a genetic k means algorithm. This algorithm is combining the
feature of k means and genetic algorithm to process the large data i.e. big data.
II. BIG DATA
Big Data is used to describe massive amounts of structured and unstructured data that are so large that it is very
difficult to process this data using traditional databases and software technologies. Due to the advent of new technologies,
devices, and communication like social networking sites, the quantity of data produced by people is growing rapidly each
year.
Big Data concern with huge volume, complex, fastest growing data sets with autonomous and multiple sources. There
are six key characteristics that define big data. These characteristics are also known as Six V’s of big data.
 Volume: It refers to the vast amount of data generated every second.
 Variety: Variety Refers to the type of data that is being stored.
 Velocity: It refers to the speed at which new data is generated and the speed at which data moves around.
 Veracity: It refers to the level of reliability associated with certain types of data.
 Value: Identifying valuable data and then transforming and extracting that data for analysis.
 Variability: It refers to the messiness, inconsistency or trustworthiness of the data.
III. DATA MINING
Data Mining is a technology to extract the knowledge from the data sets. It is used to explore and analyse such data.
The data to be mined varies from a small data set to a large data set i.e. big data. The data Mining environment produces
a huge volume of the data. The information retrieved in the data Mining step is transformed into the structure that is
easily understood by users. Data Mining involves various methods such as genetic algorithm, support vector machines,
decision tree, neural network and cluster analysis, to disclose the hidden patterns inside the huge amounts of data set.
Various algorithms are necessary for handling such large amount of data set. These algorithms define various
structures and approaches implemented to handle Big Data, and also various tools that were developed for analysing
them.
Big Data are the large amount of data being processed by the Data Mining environment. In other words, it is the
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collection of data sets which is huge and complex that it becomes difficult to process using traditional data processing
applications; hence data mining tools were used. Big Data are mostly unstructured, invaluable, incomplete and complex
data into usable information.
IV. CLUSTERING
Clustering means to identify similar types of objects. We can also then identify density and sparse areas in object
space and can determine overall distribution patterns and relationships among data attributes. It is a technique of
exploring the data, a technique of discovering patterns in the dataset. It is a form of unsupervised learning that means we
don’t know in advance how data should be group the data objects (similar types) together.
Clustering is one of the most significant research fields in the area of data mining. It deals with discover a structure in
a group of unlabeled data. Clustering means creating collections of objects based on their types in a method that the
objects belonging to the similar groups are same and those belonging to dissimilar groups are different. The main benefit
of clustering is that stimulating patterns and structures can be establish directly from very huge set of data with tiny or
not any of the background knowledge. These algorithms can be applied in many domains. Partitioning is one popular
approach of clustering. Partitioning approaches transfer objects by moving them from one cluster to another cluster
starting from a certain point. The amount of clusters for this technique should be pre-set for this technique. The
algorithms uses in this approach are k means, k-medoid algorithm, k-nearest neighbour algorithm etc.
V. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are general-purpose search and optimization techniques based on principles inspired from
the genetic and evolution mechanisms observed in natural systems, natural genetics and populations of human beings.
Their basic principle is the maintenance of a population of solutions to a problem (genotypes) as encoded information
individuals that evolve in time. By simulating natural evolution, a genetic algorithm can effectively search the problem
domain and easily solve complex problems. It perform search in complex, large and provide near optimal solutions for
objective or fitness function of an optimization problem. The parameters in the search space are represented in the form
of strings (chromosome), encoded by a combination of cluster centroids. A set of such chromosomes is called a
population. Firstly, a random population is created, which represents different solutions in the search space. Based on the
principle of survival of the fittest, a few of chromosomes are selected and each is assigned into the next generation.
Chromosomes are binary or continuous encoded strings, representing potential solutions to the optimization problem.
Each member becomes evaluated on the fitness function (objective function), giving a measure of the solution quality
called the fitness value. Upon candidate solution selection, recombination (crossover and mutation) is being performed,
ending in a new candidate solution population. The basic steps of genetic algorithm for data clustering include individual
representation and population initialization, fitness computation, selection, crossover and mutation.
Following are the steps of Genetic Algorithm for clustering of data [6]:
Input:
k: the no of clusters
d: the data set containing n objects p: population size
Tmax: Maximum no. of iterations
Output:
A set of K clusters
1) Initialize every chromosome to have k random centroids selected from the set of data.
2) For T=1 to Tmax
(i) For every chromosome i
a. Allocate the object data to the cluster with the closest centroid.
b. Recomputed k cluster centroids of chromosome i as the mean of their data objects.
c. Compute the chromosome i fitness.
(ii) Generate the new group of chromosomes using GA selection, crossover and mutation.
VI. K-MEANS ALGORITHM
K-means is very simple and popular unsupervised learning algorithm that solves problems of clustering. It is a
partitioning approach for clustering. K-Means clustering approach creates a group of same type of data according to their
closeness to each other based on the Euclidean distance. It takes ky as input constraint and partition a set of n number of
objects from ky clusters. The object’s mean value is taken as similar parameter to build clusters. The cluster mean or
center of cluster (centroid) is created by randomly selection of ky object; other objects are assigned to that cluster by
comparing the most similarity between them.
The algorithm of simple k mean algorithm is as follows [2]:
Input:
ky - the no. of clusters
dy- data set which contains n number of objects
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Output:
1) Input the value of ky and set of data.
2) If ky= = 1 then Exit
3) Else
4) Select k no. of objects from d randomly as the initial centers of cluster.
5) For each data point in the cluster j reprint and state each object into the cluster of similar types objects, based on
the mean value of object in the cluster.
6) Update cluster means values and after that for every cluster compute the mean value of objects.
7) Repeat from step iv until no data point was allocated, stop otherwise.
The sufficient criteria can be either no. of iteration or centroid’s change of position in consecutive iterations.
Cons of k-means algorithm:
 It is difficult task to find k-value.
 It is data dependent.
 It is not effective when used with large amount of data (Big Data) or universal cluster.
 If dissimilar initial partitions has been selected than it may differ the clusters result.
 If the clusters are of dissimilar size and or dense then it cannot handled by the algorithm.
VII. GENETIC K-MEANS ALGORITHM
This algorithm combines the advantage of Genetic algorithm and K-means. Genetic Algorithm based clustering
algorithm is expected to provide an optimal clustering, more superior to that of K-Means approach, but with a little more
time complexity.
Following are the steps of the algorithm of GK-means:
1) Set the population.
2) compute fitness of every individual by following equation.
Fitness (i) =2. (pi - 1)/Q-1 i=individual, p=position, Q=total individuals
3) If satisfied with the fitness condition, then assign solution, Else
4) Calculate sub population and migrate
5) Counting the ith individual depends on the rate si, which is relative to its level of fitness that is
Si = fitness (i) / summation (fitness (i));
6) Translate population and assets individual wellness.
7) Perform crossover and mutation on each sub population
8) If termination condition satisfies, stop; else go to step 5.
VIII. RESULT ANALYSIS
The implementation results of the Genetic k-means algorithm shown in following figures.

Fig.1 Actual data in clusters and partitions of data using k means
The actual data has shown in Fig.1 in form of clusters. Using simple k means we have partitioned the cluster of data.
We have created 5 partitions for our actual data which is around 2000 number of data. But it shows only four partitions
in Fig 1.
This is because distances among these data are very less as shown in fig 1. So this is the drawback of k means that it
can’t process the large amount of data. If we have minimum amount of data then k mean is easy to process but for large
amount of data it has a drawback. So in figure 1 it shows only 4 partitioned instead five because of the lack of memory
showing that data overlaps into each other.
Fig. 2 shows data processing of the same data using GAK means algorithm that shows which area has the best value.
This data processing generating things such random number, parent value, point value, chromosomes etc. based on the
hierarchy of data shows in fig. 2 which shows the updating according to hierarchy of data by up down updating bars
shown in fig 2.
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Fig.2 Hierarchy of data using genetic k-means algorithm
The final updating of data based on hierarchy of data and final chart of best individuals after is shown in figure 2
and the final result shows in fig 3.
The final result of GAK- Mean (Genetic k- means algorithm) shows in fig 3 which show the 5 partitions of our actual
data. The simple k means will take more processing memory and much time to process large amount of data i.e. big data
but our GK-means will take less memory and time to process big data. This is the benefit of GK- Means algorithm over
simple k-means algorithm.

Fig. 3 Partition of data using GAK means algorithm
In this implementation, we have used 1000 by 2 matrixes of data and programmed for 5 partitions. In case of K-Means,
the discrimination among the data is not as clear as GK-means algorithm. Except that, in this method, we can also
calculate the best value for a certain region. If we use our other dataset of 54500 by 2 matrix, the k-means algorithm in
declines processing as it requires 36GB memory to process (Fig 4).

Fig. 4 K-means decline to process large data

Fig. 5 processing chart of GK- Means
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While our approach still works fine with that data (Fig. 5) and it shows the partition of large amount of data shows in
Fig 6 which k-mean algorithm cannot process. Therefore it is proved that the Genetic k-means algorithm converges to the
global optimum. This Genetic K-mean algorithm is faster than some of the other approaches of clustering.

Fig. 6 Partition of large data using GK-Means Algorithm
IX. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a combination of a genetic algorithm and the k-means for the big data clustering. K-Means
algorithm is most common and simple clustering algorithm for partition of large data. But it has some drawback to
process huge amount of data and when we have less memory space to process. Genetic algorithm is search and
optimization technique to process big data. But it can’t the partition of the data so the new algorithm is used by
combining Genetic and k-means algorithm known as GKA or Genetic K-means algorithm. The future scope of this
algorithm is we can use Hadoop’s MapReduce with k-means algorithm or modified versions of k-means to make it more
suitable to process big data or mining the data.
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